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Abstrat: We study Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory in 2 nonommutative spatial dimensions
and 1 temporal dimension. We onsider a nite matrix model obtained by adding a linear
boundary eld whih takes into aount boundary utuations. The pure Chern-Simons has
already been shown to be equivalent to the Laughlin desription of the quantum Hall eet
[6, 7℄. With the addition of the Maxwell term, we nd that there exists a rih spetrum
of exitations inluding solitons [12℄ with nontrivial magneti ux" and quasi-holes with
nontrivial harges", whih we desribe in this artile. The magneti ux orresponds to
vortiity in the uid utuations while the harges orrespond to soures of uid utuations.
We nd that the quasi-hole solutions exhibit a gap in the spetrum of allowed harge.
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t.
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1. Introdution
In reent years nonommutative geometry has been an eervesent eld of researh partiu-
larly in its relation to solitons in eetive desriptions of string theory and D-branes [1℄[2℄.
However its most surprising appliation omes in a desription of strongly orrelated quantum
magneto-hydrodynamis and various other quantum dynamial uids [3℄. The most intrigu-
ing appliation in this ontext is to the quantum Hall eet. Susskind[4℄ proposed that non-
ommutative Chern-Simons theory in 2+1 dimensions would be an appropriate desription of
the quantum Hall eet. The quantum Hall eet onerns the strongly orrelated quantum
dynamis of a two dimensional eletron gas in a strong transverse magneti eld. The non-
ommutative spae exists in the internal two dimensional spae of the Lagrange oordinate
desription [5℄ of the eletron uid.
The ontinuum, lassial desription of the small utuations of a two dimensional uid
is easily seen to be a gauge theory of the group of area preserving dieomorphisms. The gauge
elds (spatial omponents) orrespond to utuations of the uid with respet to the ground
state of a quiesent, undisturbed uid. The gauge freedom of area preserving dieomorphisms,
simply orresponds to a relabeling of the elements of the uid whih are native to the La-
grange desription of uid dynamis, an evident invariane of the theory. The orresponding
onservation law is equivalent to the Gauss law.
In the presene of a strong transverse magneti eld and in the low energy approximation
the lassial term with the lowest number of derivatives is exatly the Chern-Simons term. In
this theory, the Gauss law in fat imposes the vortex free ondition on the uid. The vorties
are frozen out of the uid and at as soures, just as ordinary harges in eletrodynamis
at as soures outside of the eletri and magneti elds. Imposing the Gauss law via the
introdution of a temporal gauge elds and an enhaned gauge invariane (now inluding
time dependent gauge transformations) results in a fully non-abelian Chern-Simons gauge
theory of the group of area-preserving dieomorphisms.
Susskind's [4℄ key observation was that this non-abelian gauge theory appears to be a
trunation to rst order of the simplest nonommutative Chern-Simons gauge theory dened
on two nonommutative spatial and one normal temporal dimension. Thus Susskind pro-
posed that the true theory of the quantum Hall eet orresponds to the full nonommutative
Chern-Simons gauge theory. One motivation given for this hypothesis was to reintrodue the
disreteness that exists at the partiulate level of the two dimensional eletron gas, a disrete-
ness whih the ontinuum approximation erases. It remained to be seen if the phenomenology
of the quantum Hall eet ould be reprodued with this hypothesis. It was shown in Susskind
[4℄ but also in more detail in [6, 7℄ that indeed the nonommutative gauge theoretial desrip-
tion of the quantum Hall eet when restrited to a nite droplet of the uid through the
introdution of a boundary and boundary degrees of freedom, was in one to one orrespon-
dene to the desription aorded by the Laughlin wave funtions [8℄. However, the probability
densities alulated in the nonommutative Chern-Simons model was only equal to that of
the Laughlin wave funtions in large distane limit [9℄. This theory however desribes the
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quantum Hall state via the projetion to the lowest Landau level, it annot hope to desribe
any transition between levels or the transition to the nal state alled the Hall insulator [10℄
for very strong external magneti eld.
In the absene of the transverse magneti eld, the lowest order term in the eetive
Lagrangian orresponds to the Maxwell term for the gauge eld of area-preserving gauge
transformations. The oeient of the eletri" part does not have to be orrelated with the
oeient of the magneti" part ombining to give a relativistially invariant ation, however
this an be arranged by re-saling the gauge eld or time variable appropriately. Again the
Gauss law onstraint an be obtained by the inorporation of a temporal omponent to the
gauge eld and writing a gauge invariant expression for the eld strength. The Maxwell
term is the next order term that an be added to the pure Chern-Simons gauge theory. It
renders the theory more interesting, the Gauss law onstraint does not expel vorties from
the theory but imposes a more dynamial onstraint. We have already studied this theory
in previous artiles, where we found plane wave solutions for the unbounded theory [11℄ and
soliton solutions for the theory of a nite droplet [12℄. In this artile we further examine the
theory on a nite droplet and show the existene of quasi-hole states and rotational exitations.
With this rih spetrum of exitations we expet that the theory should be able to desribe
transitions as a funtion of the parameters. Other authors[13℄ have looked for the quantum
solution of the nonommutative Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory and found the orrespondane
to be to more than one Landau level. However, in order to nd their solution they had to
assume that a ertain deformation energy of the uid (dened in the next setion) was either
zero or innity. In this artile, we nd lassial quasi-hole solutions for the nonommutative
Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory for arbitrary values of the deformation energy.
2. The model, equations of motion and the Hamiltonian
Susskind's[4℄ idea was to desribe a two (spatial) dimensional uid by a gauge eld Aj so that
xi = yi + θǫijAj (2.1)
where xi, i = 1, 2 are the Eulerian oordinates of the uid, yi, i = 1, 2 are the Lagrangian
(omoving) oordinates of the uid and θ = 1/(2πρ0). Then the Lagrangian of a harged uid
in an external transverse magneti eld orresponds to the 2+1 dimensional Maxwell-Chern-
Simons theory for small value of the gauge eld. The ontinuum approximation removes the
disreteness that is manifest in the physial uid. Susskind proposed to bring this disreteness
bak by suggesting that the nonommutative version of this theory should desribe the full
theory. We studied this theory with the additional modiation of boundary and boundary
degrees of freedom[12℄. Here we study the same ation, however we add a fator κ to the
analog of the magneti eld squared term whih orresponds to the potential energy density
of spatial deformations of the uid. The rst term, the analog of the eletri eld squared,
orresponds to the kineti term, the Chern-Simons term represents the interation of the
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harged uid with the external magneti and the last term represents the boundary degrees
of freedom:
S =
π
g2θ
∫
dt(Tr{(−2[D0,D][D0,D†]− κ[D,D†][D,D†]))
+2λ(−[D,D†] + 1)D0} − 2Ψ†D0Ψ). (2.2)
Here D0 is the time ovariante derivative, D and D
†
are the holomorphi and anti-holomorphi
ombinations of the spatial ovariant derivatives respetively and Ψ is a boundary eld. The
boundary eld was rst added by Polyhronakos [6℄ whih allowed him to nd solutions of
non-ommutative Chern-Simons theory in terms of nite matries. These orrespond to nite
droplets of the quantum Hall uid. Speially
Dµ =
√
θ(−i∂µ +Aµ) (2.3)
and
D =
D1 + iD2√
2
,D† =
D1 − iD2√
2
(2.4)
and the parameters λ and g2 are related to the nonommutativity parameter θ, the eletron
harge e, the external magneti eld B, the density ρ0 and the eletron mass m by
λ =
eBθ1/2
m
, g2 =
(2π)2ρ0
m
. (2.5)
We resale D0 and Ψ and the parameters in the following way, in order to obtain exatly the
ation studied in [12℄:
D0 =
√
θ
κ
(−i∂0 +A0), λ = eBθ
1/2
m
√
κ
, g2 =
(2π)2ρ0
mκ
, Ψ→ Ψ
4
√
κ
(2.6)
Dening
Ξ =
π
g2θ
(2.7)
we obtain the ation
S = Ξ
∫
dt(Tr{(−2[D0,D][D0,D†]− [D,D†][D,D†]))
+2λ(−[D,D†] + 1)D0} − 2Ψ†D0Ψ). (2.8)
By varying with respet to Ψ†, D0, and D† we get, respetively, the boundary equation
iΨ˙ = A0Ψ, (2.9)
the Gauss law
[D, [D0,D
†]] + [D†, [D0,D]] + λ([D,D†]− 1) + ΨΨ† = 0, (2.10)
and the Ampère law
[D0, [D0,D]] + [D, [D,D
†]] = λ[D0,D]. (2.11)
The Hamiltonian is, as in [12℄, given by
H = Ξ Tr(−2[D0,D†][D0,D] + [D,D†][D,D†]). (2.12)
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3. Rotational exitations
Our rst solution orresponds to rotational exitations on top of any given solution. Our
proedure an be applied to the soliton solutions found for example in [12℄ and to the solutions
that we nd in this artile. We put
D = D′ +
R√
2θ
eiwt, D0 = D
′
0, Ψ = Ψ
′
(3.1)
where the primed variables orrespond to any known solution to the equations of motion
with R (proportional to the identity) and w (real) simply onstant. The Gauss law involves
ommutators of the D or D† with eah other or with their ommutator with D0. The diret
addition of omplex onstants as in the equation (3.1) or those that result from the ommu-
tators involving D0, simply vanish open taking the further ommutators with D or D
†
, hene
the Gauss law is satised. The equation (2.9) is also obviously satised. Replaing (3.1) into
the Ampère law yields a solution if w = λ
√
κ√
θ
= eBm the familiar ylotron frequeny. We
alulate the orresponding hange of energy:
∆H = −2ΞTr
(
[D0,
R∗√
2θ
e−iwt][D0,D′] + [D0,D′†][D0,
R√
2θ
eiwt] + [D0,
R∗√
2θ
e−iwt][D0,
R√
2θ
eiwt]
)
(3.2)
whih yields
∆H = −2ΞTr
(
−λ R
∗
√
2θ
e−iwt[D0,D′] + λ
R√
2θ
eiwt[D0,D
′†]− λ2R
∗R
2θ
)
. (3.3)
Sine the ommutator [D0,D] is o-diagonal in our solution and the solution in [12℄ the trae
vanishes giving
∆H =
2Ξλ2|R|2N
2θ
. (3.4)
Expressing this in terms of physial onstants gives
∆H =
e2B2|R|2N
2m
(3.5)
whih is exatly the energy of N rotating eletrons with a amplitude R at the frequeny w in
a magneti eld.
This solution adds a term to the ovariant derivative
D1 = D
′
1 +
|R|√
θ
cos(wt+ ϕ),D2 = D
′
2 +
|R|√
θ
sin(wt+ ϕ) (3.6)
where ϕ is the phase of R. Using the Susskind orrespondene between the uid oordinates
and the gauge eld (2.1), we see that the solution (3.1) orresponds to rotating about the
original solution as
y1 = y
′
1 − |R| sin(wt+ ϕ), y2 = y′2 + |R| cos(wt+ ϕ) (3.7)
where y′1 and y
′
2 are for operator oordinates of original solution. These rotational exitations
learly also exist in the analogous theory in the innite plane treated in [11℄.
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4. Quasi-hole solutions
Quasi-hole solutions appears as a modiation of the solutions found in [12℄. We will take
an ansatz similar to [12℄, hene D is represented by an N ×N matrix whih satises ertain
boundary onditions, however we will take a periodi D as in [6℄. The D is an operator similar
in struture to the annihilation operator of an ordinary Heisenberg algebra, hene it generally
relates a state |n+1〉 to a state |n〉. For the nite matrix representations used here, periodiity
means that the nal state |0〉 is related to the state |N − 1〉 sine n ranges over the N values
0, 1, · · ·N − 1.
D =
N−2∑
n=0
√
G(n) + qe
iw(n)
√
κt√
θ | n〉〈n+ 1 | +√qe
iρ
√
κt√
θ | N − 1〉〈0 | (4.1)
If q = 0, this ansatz is equivalent to the one in [12℄. G(n) is to be determined from the
equations of motion, we solve these eventually, perturbatively and numerially.
Solutions with this ansatz orrespond to quasi-hole solutions beause they bound the
lowest eigenvalue of the radius away from zero in a q dependent manner. From (2.1), the
utuation of the radius is proportional to the square of the gauge eld
A21 +A
2
2 =
(
D1√
θ
+ i∂1
)2
+
(
D2√
θ
+ i∂2
)2
. (4.2)
Nonommutative geometry in a nite spae is dened by the ommutator of the oordinates
[x1, x2] = iθ(1−N | N − 1〉〈N − 1 |) whih imply the ommutator for the derivate [∂1, ∂2] =
i
θ (−1 +N | N − 1〉〈N − 1 |). Thus we an put
∂1 =
i√
2θ
(d+ d†), ∂2 =
1√
2θ
(d− d†) (4.3)
where
d =
N−2∑
n=0
√
n+ 1 | n〉〈n+ 1 | . (4.4)
Then we obtain
R2 ∝ {D − d,D† − d†} (4.5)
where {D†, d} is the anti-ommutator. Then the radius beomes
R2 ∝
(
G(0) + 2q − 1− 2
√
G(0) + q cos
(
w(0)
√
κt√
θ
))
| 0〉〈0 |
+
N−2∑
n=1
(
G(n) + 2q − 2n − 1− 2
√
G(n) + q
√
n+ 1cos
(
w(n)
√
κt√
θ
))
| n〉〈n |
+
(
G(N − 2) + 2q −N + 1− 2
√
G(N − 2) + q
√
N − 1 cos
(
w(N − 2)√κt√
θ
))
| N − 1〉〈N − 1
| (4.6)
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a diagonal expression in the states where A(n) = A(n)+A(n− 1). We see that for large q we
have orrespondingly large eigenvalues for R2. The smallest eigenvalue is not diretly equal
to q, hene our solution orresponds to the uid pushed away from the origin.
Returning to the solution of the equations of motion, we will onsider the gauge A0 = 0
but we let D depend on time. This hoie is dierent from that taken in [12℄, however in
that ase, our hoie is simply gauge equivalent. With the periodi ansatz of equation (4.1),
this is not the ase. Indeed, our hoie give us an additional degree of freedom whih we an
identify as ρ. Thus D0 = −i
√
θ∂0, and we an alulate the dierent terms in the equations
of motion:
[D0,D] =
N−2∑
n=0
w(n)
√
G(n) + qe
iw(n)
√
κt√
θ | n〉〈n+ 1 | +ρ√qe
iρ
√
κt√
θ | N − 1〉〈0 | (4.7)
[D0, [D0,D]] =
N−2∑
n=0
(w(n))2
√
G(n) + qe
iw(n)
√
κt√
θ | n〉〈n+ 1 | +ρ2√qe
iρ
√
κt√
θ | N − 1〉〈0 | (4.8)
The ommutator [D,D†] is given by replaing from equation (4.1)
[D,D†] =
N−2∑
n=0
N−2∑
m=0
√
G(n) + q
√
G(m) + qe
i
√
κ(w(n)−w(m))t√
θ [| n〉〈n+ 1 |, | m+ 1〉〈m |]
+q[| N − 1〉〈0 |, | 0〉〈N − 1 |]
=
N−2∑
n=0
(G(n) + q) | n〉〈n | −
N−1∑
n=1
(G(n − 1) + q) | n〉〈n | +q(| N − 1〉〈N − 1 | − | 0〉〈0 |)
=
N−1∑
n=0
G(n − 1) | n〉〈n | (4.9)
with the notation A(n) ≡ A(n+ 1)−A(n) and we dene G(−1) ≡ 0 and G(N − 1) ≡ 0. The
ommutator [D†, [D0,D]] an be omputed in the same way as [D,D†]. Dening w(−1) ≡ ρ
and w(N − 1) ≡ ρ then
[D†, [D0,D]] = −
N−1∑
n=0
(G(n − 1) + q)w(n − 1) | n〉〈n | . (4.10)
As this result is hermitian it is also equal to [D, [D0,D
†]]. The nal term appearing in the
equations of motion is alulated as
[D, [D,D†]] =
N−2∑
n=0
N−1∑
m=0
√
G(n) + qe
iw(n)
√
κt√
θ G(m− 1)[| n〉〈n+ 1 |, | m〉〈m |]
+
√
qe
iρ
√
κt√
θ
N−1∑
m=0
G(m− 1)[| N − 1〉〈0 |, | m〉〈m |]
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=
N−2∑
n=0
√
G(n) + qe
iw(n)
√
κt√
θ G(n− 1) | n〉〈n+ 1 | +√qe
iρ
√
κt√
θ
(
G(−1) −G(N − 2)
)
| N − 1〉〈0 |
(4.11)
with the notation G(n − 1) ≡ ∇2G(n) = G(n + 1) − 2G(n) + G(n − 1) where ∇2G(n) is
disrete Laplaian (whih is failitated with the further notational onveniene G(N) ≡ G(0)
and 〈N |≡ 〈0 |). Then
[D, [D,D†]] =
N−1∑
n=0
√
G(n) + qe
iw(n)
√
κt√
θ ∇2G(n) | n〉〈n+ 1 | . (4.12)
The solution for Ψ is simply a general stati vetor sine A0 = 0 in (2.9):
Ψ =
N−1∑
n=0
λn | n〉. (4.13)
We see, as in [12℄, that only ΨΨ† ontributes o diagonal terms in the Gauss law (2.10).
To eliminate suh terms we must take Ψ = λM | M〉. Contrary to [12℄, dierent hoies of
M are all gauge equivalent (i.e. a permutation) sine all hoies of M are equivalent in our
periodi ansatz (up to the name of the variable). Taking the trae of the Gauss law then
yields λM =
√
Nλ. We hoose without loss of generality that M = N − 1. Then the Gauss
law yields (for n = 0, · · ·N − 1)
−2(G(n − 1) + q)w(n − 1) + λ
(
G(n − 1)− 1
)
+ λNδN−1,n = 0. (4.14)
We will solve this equation by indution as in [12℄. We will show that for n = [0, N − 2]
w(n) = −λn+ 1−
2qρ
λ −G(n)
2(G(n) + q)
. (4.15)
This formula is true for n = N − 2, as is veried by onsidering the Gauss law (4.14) for
n = N − 1. Then assuming the form (4.15) for a general value of n we an prove that it
is valid for n → n − 1. Thus by the priniple of indution the formula is valid for all n.
However we have to hek/impose that the n = 0 equation of (4.14) is respeted. This is
indeed the ase if we take (4.15). Taking the Ampère law (2.11) and removing an overall
fator
√
G(n) + qe
iw(n)
√
κt√
θ
we obtain, for n = [0, N − 1].
(w(n))2 +∇2G(n) = λw(n). (4.16)
Here we have N equations, in N−1 values of G(n) and also in the two variables q and ρ. Hene
we have N equations and N + 1 parameters, thus we have one free parameter. Generially,
there will be a family of solutions. The Hamiltonian, from equation 2.12, for this ansatz, using
equations 4.7 and 4.9 is
H = Ξ(
N−1∑
n=0
2(w(n))2(G(n) + q) +
(
G(n − 1))2
)
. (4.17)
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4.1 Perturbative analysis of the quasi-hole solution
4.1.1 Large quasi-hole solution
The equation (4.16) is non-linear and thus diult to solve. So we will look the solution for
q ≫ 1. We dene
ρ = ρ0 +
ρ1
q
, G(n) = G0(n) +
G1(n)
q
(4.18)
Then if we expand w to rst order in 1/q, we obtain:
w(n) ≃ ρ0 − 1
2q
(λ(n+ 1−G0(n))− 2ρ1 + 2ρ0G0(n)) (4.19)
(w(n))2 ≃ ρ20 −
ρ0
q
(λ(n+ 1−G0(n))− 2ρ1 + 2ρ0G0(n)) (4.20)
Working to zero order in 1/q, equation 4.16 gives (for n = [0, N − 2])
ρ20 +∇2G0(n) = λρ0. (4.21)
The disrete Laplaian solved as in the ontinuous ase by
G0(n) = α0n
2 + β0n+ δ0, α0 =
λρ0 − ρ20
2
. (4.22)
We have to impose the two boundary onditions G0(−1) = G0(N − 1) = 0. These give
α0 − β0 + δ0 = 0, α0(N − 1)2 + β0(N − 1) + δ0 = 0 (4.23)
whih are solved by
β0 =
1
2
(N − 2)(ρ20 − λρ0), δ0 =
1
2
(N − 1)(ρ20 − λρ0). (4.24)
We still have one nal ondition left (from the n = N − 1 of equation 4.16) whih gives
ρ20 + α0(N − 2)2 + β0(N − 2) + 2δ0 = λρ0 (4.25)
with solutions
ρ0 = 0 or ρ0 = λ. (4.26)
Either of these solutions give us G0(n) = 0.
With the order zero solutions we an ontinue to solve the equation (4.16) in rst order
in 1/q
−ρ0(λ(n+ 1)− 2ρ1) +∇2G1(n) = −λ
2
(λ(n+ 1)− 2ρ1). (4.27)
This is solved by
G1(n) = α1n
3 + β1n
2 + δ1n+ γ1, α1 =
λ
12
(2ρ0 − λ), β1 = 1
4
(2ρ0 − λ)(λ− 2ρ1). (4.28)
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Again we have our boundary onditions G1(−1) = G1(N − 1) = 0 whih imply
δ1 =
1
12
(N2λ−3λ−6Nρ1+12ρ1)(λ−2ρ0), γ1 = − 1
12
(N−1)(λN −6ρ1+λ)(2ρ0−λ). (4.29)
Finally the ondition for n = N − 1 of (4.16) gives
ρ1 =
1
4
(N − 1)λ. (4.30)
Thus
δ1 = − λ
24
(N2 − 9N + 12)(λ − 2ρ0) (4.31)
γ1 =
λ
24
(N − 1)(N − 5)(2ρ0 − λ) (4.32)
β1 =
λ
8
(3−N)(2ρ0 − λ) (4.33)
From the Hamiltonian (4.17), for the ρ0 = 0 solution, it an be shown with a little alulation
that a non-zero ontribution arises only at order 1/q. The variables (ρ,G(n), w(n)) must
be expanded to order 1/q2 to onsistently extrat this ontribution, beause the Hamiltonian
ontains an expliit fator of q. Indeed, as we will see below, for the ρ0 = 0 solution, the seond
order expansion of these variables does not in fat give a non-zero ontribution, however they
do ontribute to the energy for the ρ0 = λ solution. Then we nd the solution to seond order:
G2(n) = α2n
5 + β2n
4 + δ2n
3 + γ2n
2 + ξ2n+ ǫ2, (4.34)
α2 =
α
20
, β2 =
β
12
, δ2 =
−α+ 2δ
12
ξ2 = −αN
4
20
+
N3
12
(3α− β) + N
2
12
(−5α+ 4β − 2δ) (4.35)
+
N
12
(3α− 5β + 6δ − 6γ) + 1
6
(β − 3δ + 6γ)
γ2 =
−β + 6γ
12
, ǫ2 = ξ2 − α− 5δ + 15γ
30
, (4.36)
α =
λ2α1
2
, β =
λ2
4
(2β1 − 1), δ = λ
2
(2ρ1 + λδ1 − λ)
γ = λρ1 − ρ21 + λρ2 −
λ2
4
− 2ρ2ρ0 + λ
2γ1
2
(4.37)
ρ2 =
−(N2 − 1)(λ3 + 2(2ρ0 − λ))
96
. (4.38)
We have impliitly assumed that q ≫ λ, q ≫ ρi and q ≫ Gi(n) for every i (or more preisely
that these variables are of order of q0). However, we nd that the Gi(n) are polynomial in
n where n = 0, · · · , N . Thus if N beomes large, Gi(n) would also beome large. Therefore
the ondition q ≫ 1 is not adequate for the perturbative expansion to onverge. We see that
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G1(n) and G2(n) are respetively third and fth degree polynomials. Thus our perturbation
series would not be valid if N3 ≫ q or N5 ≫ q2. If we replae
G(n) =
∞∑
i=0
Gi(n)
qi
. (4.39)
in equation (4.16) and expand to order 1/qi, then we obtain a reurrene equation relating
the disrete Laplaian of Gi(n) to Gj(n) with j < i. Assuming that the solution for the Gj(n)
with j < i is a polynomial in n, the solution for Gi(n) is a polynomial for degree two higher.
Then knowing that G1(n) is a polynomial of order 3, by indution we see that Gi(n) is a
polynomial of the degree 2i+1. Thus we see that the true perturbative parameter is atually
is n2/q. Sine n = 0, · · · , N , we take the strongest ondition, N2/q ≪ 1. This ondition might
atually not be neessary, sine we in fat impose the boundary ondition that G(N − 1) = 0,
and indeed our numerial analysis agrees with the perturbative analysis even for N2/q ∼ N .
The Hamiltonian is made up of the kineti and potential energy. The potential energy
atually ontributes at order 1/q2, whih we will neglet. The kineti energy ontains terms of
order q. These are in priniple the dominant terms for large q. They have a onstant energy
density, that is the energy assoiated to eah state| n〉〈n |. In total the trae gives
Hkin.(q) = 2ΞNρ
2
0q. (4.40)
At order zero, the kineti energy density is linear (in n), but the total after the trae is zero:
Hkin.(q
0) = 2ΞTr
(
−λρ0
N−1∑
n=0
(
n− 2ρ1
λ
)
| n〉〈n |
)
= 0. (4.41)
For the order 1/q ontribution we need w(n)2 to order 1/q2.
(w(n))2 ≃ ρ20 −
λρ0
q
(
n+ 1− 2ρ1
λ
)
+
1
q2
(
λ2
4
(
n+ 1− 2ρ1
λ
)2
+ 2ρ0
(
ρ2 − λG1(n)
2
))
.
(4.42)
The kineti energy then is
Hkin.(1/q) =
2Ξ
q
Tr
(
N−1∑
n=0
(
λ2
4
(n− 2ρ1
λ
)2 + 2ρ0ρ2
)
| n〉〈n |
)
(4.43)
whih gives
Hkin.(1/q) =
2Ξ
q
(
λ2N
48
(N2 − 1) + 2ρ0ρ2N
)
. (4.44)
Hene the energy up to the 1/q is
H ≃ 2ΞNρ20q +
2Ξ
q
(
λ2N
48
(N2 − 1) + 2ρ0ρ2N
)
. (4.45)
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The two solutions (for ρ0) behave quite dierently for ρ0 = λ the energy diverges as q beomes
large while for ρ0 = 0 it vanishes.
Hρ0=λ ≃ 2ΞNλ2q +
2Ξ
q
(
λ2N
48
(N2 − 1) + 2λρ2N
)
(4.46)
Hρ0=0 ≃
Ξλ2N(N2 − 1)
24q
(4.47)
These solutions orrespond to an annulus of large radius and small (relatively) thikness that
osillate in time. We an see for the operator of the radius squared (whih is diagonal), from
equation (4.6), the dominant part of the oeient (hene eigenvalue of R2) is proportional to
2q for every state, in the large q limit. The next dominant term is proportional to the square
root of q and is an osillatory term (the frequeny for ρ0 = λ is of order q
0
and it is weakly
n dependent, and for ρ0 = 0 it is of order q
−1
). The next important term is proportional
to 2n + 1. As q ≫ √q ≫ 1 the radius is very large and osillates with an amplitude that is
relatively muh smaller than the radius. Thus from afar the droplet looks like an thin annulus
that undergoes a nontrivial osillation.
4.1.2 Small quasi-hole solution
The small quasi-hole solution, for (q ≪ 1), an be obtained by a perturbation on the solution
found in [12℄. Take D at rst order perturbation to have the form
D = D′ +Dp, D0 = D′0 +D0p, Ψ = Ψ
′ +Ψp, (4.48)
where the primed variables are solutions found in [12℄ and the variables subsripted p are the
perturbations. To rst order the Gauss law gives
0 = [Dp, [D
′
0,D
′†]] + [D′, [D0p,D′†]] + [D′, [D′0,D
†
p]] + [D
†
p, [D
′
0,D
′]]
+ [D′†, [D0p,D′]] + [D′†, [D′0,Dp]] + λ([Dp,D
′†] + [D′,D†p]) + ΨpΨ
′† +Ψ′Ψ†p (4.49)
while the Ampère law gives
[D0p, [D
′
0,D
′]] + [D′0, [D0p,D
′]] + [D′0, [D
′
0,Dp]] + [Dp, [D
′,D′†]]
+ [D′, [Dp,D′†]] + [D′, [D′,D†p]] = λ[D0p,D
′] + λ[D′0,Dp] (4.50)
and the onstraint on Ψ gives
D0pΨ
′ +D′0Ψp = 0. (4.51)
We assume the perturbation takes the form
Dp =
√
qe
iρ
√
κt√
θ | N − 1〉〈0 |, D0p = 0, Ψp = 0. (4.52)
The ansatz in [12℄ has the form (gauge equivalent to)
D′ =
N−2∑
n=0
√
G(n)eiw(n)t | n〉〈n+ 1 |, A0 = 0 (4.53)
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where G(n) and w(n) are expliitly alulated (numerially) in [12℄. Then the Gauss law is
automatially satised using[
| N − 1〉〈0 |,
N−2∑
n=0
f(n) | n+ 1〉〈n |
]
=
[
| 0〉〈N − 1 |,
N−2∑
n=0
f(n) | n〉〈n+ 1 |
]
= 0. (4.54)
The Ampère law beomes
[D′0, [D
′
0,Dp]] + [Dp, [D
′,D′†]] = λ[D′0,Dp] (4.55)
with [D′,D′†] given by 4.9. This implies the same ondition as before (removing an overall
fator Dp) (4.16) however only for n = N − 1
ρ2Dp + (G(0) +G(N − 2))Dp = λρDp. (4.56)
For other values of n the ondition is automatially satised. Then ρ is given by
ρ =
λ±
√
λ2 − 4(G(0) +G(N − 2))
2
. (4.57)
As this expression involves a square root, we see that there is no solution for small λ, as we
will onrm below, in the numerial analysis. This is a gap in the spetrum of allowed q for
small λ. The hange in energy is given by
∆H = −2ΞTr([D′0,D†p][D′0,D′] + [D′0,D′†][D′0,Dp] + [D′0,D†p][D′0,Dp]) (4.58)
whih gives
∆H = −2ΞTr(−ρD†p[D′0,D′] + ρ[D′0,D′†]Dp − ρ2D†pDp) (4.59)
and using that the two rst terms vanish, yields
∆H = 2Ξρ2q. (4.60)
4.2 Numerial analysis of the quasi-hole solution
In this setion, we will nd numerial solutions of equation (4.16). As our solutions are
built upon the solutions found in [12℄, we rst give the numerial analysis of the equations
onsidered there. We take this opportunity to orret ertain errors that have appeared in
[12℄. Equation (5.6) in [12℄ is inorret, the kineti energy is not symmetri about M = N/2.
The orret equation is:
T = 2Ξ
({N−2∑
n=0
2g2un − un∇2un
}
+ g2(N2 −N − 2NM)
)
(4.61)
Correspondingly, gure (5) in [12℄ is also not orret. In addition, there seems to be an inon-
sisteny between gure (5) and gure (7) in [12℄, the kineti energy appears to be greater than
the total energy. We give orreted gures, gure 1 and gure 2 here (not for the same values
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Figure 1: Kineti energy as a funtion of M
for N=100 for (orreted) solution in [12℄
Figure 2: Potential energy as a funtion of
M for N=100 for solution in [12℄
of the parameters). These are representative solutions for the system of equations studied
in [12℄. Our further numerial analysis onerns solutions built upon these. We ultimately
use the Newton method [14℄ to solve the dierene equations. Finite dierene equations on
a nite set of variables/parameters and boundary onditions, after iterating reursively and
removing dependent variables, simply beome a system of extremely ompliated algebrai
equations in a muh redued set of variables. In our ase, we redue the system to two equa-
tions in three variables, whih we take to be q, ρ and G(N−2). We solve this resultant system
by the Newton method. We an onstrain our searh a little by noting that q + G(n) ≥ 0
sine it appears under a square root in all the expressions for D. For the ase n = N − 1, if
we add 2q to the equation (4.16) then we get the onstraint
ρ ∈
[
λ−
√
λ2 + 8q
2
,
λ+
√
λ2 + 8q
2
]
(4.62)
Numerially, we easily nd the two solutions that we have determined analytially, for
q ≫ 1. We see in gure (3) that the kineti energy either diverges as q or vanishes as 1/q
as q → ∞, depending on whih branh we onsider, exatly as we have seen in the setion
(4.1.1). For the potential energy, we give a graph as a funtion of the value of G(N − 2). The
preeding two branhes of solutions, are found in gure (4), on the bottom part of the urve,
symmetrially on either side of the point G(N − 2) = 0. This dependene on G(N − 2) an
be inferred from the analyti solution in setion (4.1.1). We an see in gure (3) that there
exists a region of transition between the two branhes of solutions. This transition region
seems to imply a lower limit on the permitted value of q for given λ. The orresponding
transition region in gure (4) is the upper part of the solution between the two peaks. Further
numerial analysis varying λ seems to indiate that the transition region atually extends all
the way to q = 0 for suiently large λ. The q = 0 limit orresponds to the ase studied
in [12℄, where it was found that there are N solutions for the nonommutative droplet. We
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Figure 3: Kineti energy as a funtion of q
for N = 100 and for 4 values of g = λ/2 in
units of Ξ.
Figure 4: Potential energy as a funtion of
G(N − 2) for N = 100 and g = λ/2 in unit of
Ξ.
nd that we reover this multipliity in the numerial analysis. Speially the urve of the
potential energy, gure (5) and gure (6) obtains N peaks in the transition region, eah of
whih extends down to the solution found in [12℄ for dierent hoies of Ψ, as seen in gures
(7) and (8). (One has to be areful in this limit for Ψ ≁ |N − 1〉. One reovers the solution of
[12℄ for (G(N −2−M)+q)→ 0 and not simply q → 0.) The total energy is always dominated
by the kineti term and the range of the total energy is from 0 to ∞, however the interesting
struture in the potential energy implies that its ontribution to the spei heat ould be
most important. Comparing our solution to the one found in [12℄, gures (1) and (2), we nd
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Figure 5: Potential energy as a funtion of
G(N − 2) for g = 1
Figure 6: Potential energy as a funtion of
G(N − 2) for g = 1.5
that the potential energy, gure (4), of our solution is at least one order of magnitude smaller
than that found in [12℄ for small λ and will approah the potential energy of the solutions in
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 energy as a funtion of q
for N = 3
Figure 8: Kineti energy as a funtion of q
for g = 1.5
[12℄ for large λ (and small q). The kineti energy is, however, quite dierent. In our solution,
the kineti energy an take any value sine q is a free parameter, while the solution in [12℄
it is onstrained to a disrete set of N values. For the values of λ used in our gures, the
kineti energy of the solution in [12℄ is omparable to the kineti energy of our solution in the
transition region.
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Figure 10: Potential density energy for N =
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The detail of the transition region is found in the gures (9), (10) and (11) whih desribes
the right half of the transition region (G(N − 2) > 0) in the gure (4). The potential energy
density is seen to translate as we vary G(N − 2). This translation ontinues for G(N − 2) < 0
symmetrially with respet to the behavior for G(N − 2) > 0. The potential energy density
is found to onentrate in the bulk of the droplet, away from the boundaries in the middle of
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the transition region. During the transition the kineti density evolves from a linear density
(ρ0 = λ) as in equation (4.41) to a quadrati density (ρ0 = 0) as in equation (4.43).
Away from the transition region (i.e. for q ≫ 1, we do not give a gure sine this region an
be omputed analytially), the form of the potential energy density and the G(n)'s does not
hange markedly, apart from their overall size. The potential energy density is onentrated
around the boundary.
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 energy as a funtion of q
for g = 0.05
Finally, in the gure (12), we show the solutions for various values of N . We see that
the minimum value of q seems to be growing linearly with N . Thus, assuming that the trend
ontinues, as N →∞ then qmin. →∞, thus the large q-hole solutions would not our in the
innite plane, at least for small λ.
5. Ground state
The solutions that we have found do not easily allow us to identify the ground state. For
the innite ase, the ground state is given by the solution in terms of simple annihilation and
reation operators, [4, 11℄,
a, a†, [a, a†] = 1. (5.1)
This solution orresponds to a stati, quiesent uid. However the value of [D,D†] is a non-
zero onstant, whih should be onsidered as the zero point of energy. The solutions in the
nite droplet approah this state arbitrarily losely in the limit N →∞ and for large λ. We
show below in gures (13) and (14), the plot of G(n) for M = N − 1 and with λ = 2 and the
orresponding vortiity of the uid. If we subtrat out the onstant bakground due to the
nonommutativity it is evident that the uid is almost everywhere quiesent with only net
vortiity imposed near the boundary. We take these states as the ground states. We also show
the orresponding kineti and potential energy in gures (15) and (16). The kineti energy T
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Figure 14: Vortiity (magneti" eld B ) for
M = N − 1 with N = 100 (gure ut-o at
B > −10)
is onentrated at the boundary, as is the potential energy V if we subtrat o the onstant
zero point energy.
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Figure 15: Kineti energy density for M =
N − 1 with N = 100
Figure 16: Potential energy density for M =
N − 1 with N = 100 (gure ut-o at V < 5)
The quasi-hole solutions that we have found are deformations of these ground states.
Comparing to the ase of a quasi-hole with small q, we see from equations (4.59) and (4.60)
that the energy density perturbation is solely in the kineti energy. It is also loalized at the
origin as is evident from the form of the perturbation equation (16). The hange in the energy
is linear in q. The solutions with large q are not perturbative and should be rightly onsidered
as solitons. The question of the stability of our identied ground states against reation of
solitons with large q (the branh with dereasing enenrgy, see gure (3)) is beyond the sope
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of this paper.
The rotational exitations that we have found presumably give the Landau levels, upon
quantization. These are extremely widely separated in energy for large external magneti eld
and hene will deouple from small exitations. The ground state will orrespond to the lowest
Landau level. The degeneray of a given Landau level is obtained from the total number of
partiles available and the physial spae in whih these partiles are onstrained. The Landau
levels will presumably play an important role in desribing the transitions between dierent
Hall plateaux.
6. Conlusion
In this artile we have found a rih spetrum of the exitations of the nonommutative droplet
with an ation based on the Chern-simons term and an additional Maxwell term. The existene
of the Maxwell term seems to have profound impliations on the spetrum of fundamental
osillations. We have found two kind of solutions, the rotational exitation and the quasi-hole
solution.
The rotational exitations will exist in the nite or innite ase above any solution of
the equations of motion. The rotational frequeny is exatly the ylotron frequeny for the
eletrons in the model. The rotational exitation orrespond to the energy of N eletrons
moving in the magneti eld when the amplitude of the rotational exitation is xed to the
radius of the ylotron motion. With the quantization of these osillations we should reover
the familiar Landau levels.
The quasi-holes solutions seem to exist only for the nite droplet. The large quasi-holes
orrespond to a thin annulus that undergoes nontrivial osillatory vibration. They give a
ontinuous band of solutions built above eah soliton solution of the eld equations. They
also show a gap in their spetrum as a funtion of the harge q for small enough λ.
We expet that this spetrum of exitations will give rise to a omplex phenomenolgy
whih will allow us to desribe transitions in two dimensional magnetohydrodynamis, even
the quantum Hall system.
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